38. G 6020: Second chamber, west wall
39. G 6020: Second chamber, north wall, above doorway and central
44. G 6020: Third chamber, west wall, southern section (including offering list), texts [2.144-2.151]
47. G 6030: Entrance, outer face, south side, standing figure of Ity
48. G 6030: Entrance, outer face, north side, standing figure of Ity
49. G 6030: Entrance, lintel and northern jamb, texts (3.1-3.4)
52. G 6030: Architrave, texts (3.9–3.10)
53. G 6040: First chamber, lintel above false door, text [4.1]
55. G 6040: Second chamber, east wall
57. G 6040: Second chamber, west wall, text [4.8]
58. G 6010, shaft A: East-west section looking south

59. G 6010, shaft A: Plan of shaft and chamber

60. G 6012, shafts A and B: Plans and sections
83. G 6031, shaft B: Plan and section

84. G 6032, shaft A: Plan and section

85. G 6032, shaft B: Plan and section
86. G 6033, shaft D: Plan, section, and faces of pit

87. G 6034, shaft C: Plan and section

88. G 6034, shaft D: Plan and section

90. G 6034, shaft F: Plan and section

89. G 6034, shaft E: Plan and sections
118. G 6042: Plan and sections of serdab

119. G 6042, shaft A: Plan and section

120. G 6042, shaft B: Plan and section

121. G 6042, shaft D: Plan and section

122. G 6042, shaft E: Plan and section
123. G 6042, shaft F: Plan and section

124. G 6042, shaft G: Plan and section

125. G 6050, shaft A: Plan and section

126a. G 6042: 25-11-139 (actual object not available for redrawing)
127. Pottery from G 6010, 6012, and 6013 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawing)
128. Pottery from G 6020 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawning)
129. Pottery from G 6028 and 6030 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawing)
131. Pottery from G 6040 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawing)
132. Pottery from G 6044, 6050, 6051, and 6052 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawing)
134. Pottery from G 6052 (actual vessels unavailable for redrawing)